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SOFT 158 Appendix XII (The Hardware)
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Appendix XII The Hardware. A. Processor. The processor is a Z80A running at a clock frequency of 4.00 MHz (±0.1%). There is logic that stretches /MREQ and /IORQ using the CPU WAIT facility so that the processor can only make one access to memory each microsecond. The processor /NMI pin is pulled up and made available on the expansion bus. However, a non-maskable interrupt may cause the firmware to violate various timing constraints and so its use is not recommended. The processor interrupt pin is driven by a flip-flop in the video gate array. This flip-flop is set during every vertical flyback and every 52 scan lines thereafter until the next vertical flyback. The interrupt is arranged to occur approximately 2 scans (125 microseconds) into the 8 scan (500 microsecond) vertical flyback signal. The interrupt latch is cleared by the processor acknowledging the interrupt, or explicitly, using a software command. The top bit of the divide by 52 scan counter is also cleared when the processor acknowledges an interrupt occurring after this counter has overflowed. This allows the interrupt system to be expanded.



B. Memory. ROM A single 32K byte ROM is present on the processor board, but is mapped onto two blocks of 16K in processor address space. The lower half of the ROM occupies addresses #0000 to #3FFF and the upper half occupies addresses #C000 to #FFFF. These two halves of the ROM can be separately enabled and disabled by two control latches in the video gate array. On power-up or other system reset both halves of the ROM are enabled. An expansion port signal can be used to disable this internal ROM and allow external ROM(s) to be accessed instead. These are selected by output instructions and replace the upper half of the on-board 32K byte ROM when selected. RAM 64K bytes of dynamic RAM are fitted to the processor board at addresses #0000 to #FFFF. The lowest 16K and the top 16K are overlayed when ROM is enabled. Whether the ROM is enabled or not affects where data is read from, it has no effect on write operations which will be correctly performed ‘through’ the enabled ROM to the underlying RAM.
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VDU SCREEN MEMORY The display uses 16k of the processor RAM memory as screen refresh memory. The 16k used can be switched between the blocks starting at #0000, #4000, #8000 and at #C000 by the top two bits (bits 12 and 13) programmed into the HD6845S start address register (see section 6.4 for further details). The arrangement of data in the VDU screen memory is dependent on the VDU mode currently selected. In all modes the memory can be considered as consisting of 8K 16 bit words. Each word contains either 4, 8 or 16 pixels (P0..Pn) of 1, 2 or 4 bits (B0..Bm) depending on the mode as follows: A0



Bit



Mode 0



Mode 1



Mode 2



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0



P0 B0 P1 B0 P0 B1 P1 B1 P0 B2 P1 B2 P0 B3 P1 B3



P0 B0 P1 B0 P2 B0 P3 B0 P0 B1 P1 B1 P2 B1 P3 B1



P0 B0 P1 B0 P2 B0 P3 B0 P4 B0 P5 B0 P6 B0 P7 B0



1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0



P2 B0 P3 B0 P2 B1 P3 B1 P2 B2 P3 B2 P2 B3 P3 B3



P4 B0 P5 B0 P6 B0 P7 B0 P4 B1 P5 B1 P6 B1 P7 B1



P8 B0 P9 B0 P10 B0 P11 B0 P12 B0 P13 B0 P14 B0 P15 B0



Data for lines 0,8,16,24.. on the display are packed into the first 2K byte block of the memory, lines 1,9,17,25.. are packed into the corresponding places of the next 2K byte block of memory, with lines 7,15,23,31.. occupying the top 2K byte block of the 16k memory area. The bottom 10 bits of the HD6845SP start address register define where within these 2K blocks the screen starts. The offset from the start of the 2K byte block is always even and is calculated as twice the register contents modulo 2K bytes. When data has to be displayed from beyond the end of a 2K byte block wrap around occurs to the begining of the same 2K byte block. See section 6.4 for a fuller description.
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C. Interfaces. The standard interfaces on the processor board occupy I/O channels on the Z80 as follows: I/O Address



Output use



Input use



#7Fxx



Video gate array



** Do not use **



#BCxx #BDxx #BExx #BFxx



HD6845S CRTC address HD6845S CRTC data ** Do not use ** ** Do not use **



** Do not use ** ** Do not use ** Reserved for CRTC status HD6845S CRTC data



#DFxx



Expansion ROM select



** Not used **



#EFxx



Centronics latch



** Do not use **



#F4xx #F5xx #F6xx #F7xx #F8xx #F9xx #FAxx #FBxx



µPD8255 port A data µPD8255 port B data µPD8255 port C data µPD8255 control Expansion bus Expansion bus Expansion bus Expansion bus



µPD8255 port A data µPD8255 port B data µPD8255 port C data ** Undefined ** Expansion bus Expansion bus Expansion bus Expansion bus



#FFxx



** Not used **



** Not used **



Note that the Z80 instructions that place an address on the top half of the address bus (A8..A15) must be used. Use of block I/O instructions that alter register B during the instruction is not recommended. I/O addresses such as those below #7Fxx that do not occur in the above table should not be used at all. Expansion bus peripherals must decode addresses on A0..A7 whilst address line A10 is low. (Additionally address lines A8 and A9 may be decoded to select a device or register on the peripheral). Expansion bus I/O channels in the address range #F800 to #FBFF are reserved as follows: Address (A0..A7)



Use



#00..#7B #7C..#7F #80..#BB #BC..#BF #C0..#DB #DC..#DF #E0..#FE #FF



** Do not use ** Reserved for disc interface. ** Do not use ** Reserved for future use. ** Do not use ** Reserved for communications interfaces. Available for user peripherals. Reset peripherals.



All expansion peripherals should be reset when an output is performed to I/O channel #F8FF. In particular a peripheral that generates interrupts must not generate an interrupt until it is re-initialised after such an output has been performed.
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D. AY-3-8912 Programmable Sound Generator. The PSG is accessed using ports A and C of the µPD8255 device. Note that when writing or loading address to the AY-3-8912 the maximum duration of the write or load address command with BDIR high is 10 microseconds. The clock input to the sound generator is exactly 1.00 MHz. The BC2 signal is tied permanently high. On power-up the I/O port should be programmed to input mode. The user is advised to use the firmware routine MC SOUND REGISTER to write to the PSG.



e. HD6845S CRT Controller (HD6845S CRTC). The character clock to the CRTC occurs for every two bytes fetched from memory, i.e. every 1.0 microseconds. The first byte of a pair has an even address, the second has an odd address. In normal operation the internal registers are set up as follows: Register



Function



PAL



SECAM



NTSC



0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15



Horizontal Total Horizontal Displayed Horizontal Sync. Posn. Vsync., Hsync. widths Vertical Total Vertical Total Adjust Vertical Displayed Vertical Sync. Posn. Interlace and Skew Max. Raster Address Cursor Start Raster Cursor End Raster Start Address (H) Start Address (L) Cursor (H) Cursor (L)



63 40 46 #8E 38 0 25 30 0 7 X X X X X X



63 40 46 #8E 38 0 25 30 0 7 X X X X X X



63 40 46 #8E 31 6 25 30 0 7 X X X X X X



In the above table the numbers for PAL and SECAM standards are identical. Note that X indicates that software may vary these numbers during device operation. The firmware only makes use of the start address register which is used to set the screen base and offset.
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F. Video Gate Array. The software must access this device in order to control the enabling and disabling of ROMs, the mode of operation of the VDU and also to load colour information for 'inks' into the palette memory. One I/O channel is used for all commands, the top two bits of data specifying the command type as follows: Bit 7



Bit 6



Use



0 0 1 1



0 1 0 1



Load palette pointer register. Load palette memory. Load mode and ROM enable register. Reserved.



MODE AND ROM ENABLE REGISTER This write- only register controls the VDU mode and ROM enabling as follows: Bit 7: Bit 6: Bit 5: Bit 4: Bit 3: Bit 2: Bit 1: Bit 0:



1 0 ** Reserved ** (send 0) Clear raster 52 divider. Upper half ROM disable. Lower half ROM disable. VDU Mode control MC1. VDU Mode control MC0.



Writing a 1 to bit 4 clears the top bit of the divide by 52 counter used for generating periodic interrupts. Modes are defined by the mode control pins as follows: MC1



MC0



Mode



0 0 1 1



0 1 0 1



Mode 0, 160 x 200 pixels in 16 colours Mode 1, 320 x 200 pixels in 4 colours. Mode 2,640 x 200 pixels in 2 colours. ** Do not use **



The gate array hardware synchronises mode changing to the next horizontal flyback in order to aid software that requires different parts of the screen to be handled in different modes. On power-up and other system resets, the mode and ROM enable register is set to zero, enabling both halves of the ROM.
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PALETTE POINTER REGISTER This write- only register controls the loading of the VDU colour palette as follows: Bit 7: Bit 6: Bit 5: Bit 4: Bit 3: Bit 2: Bit 1: Bit 0:



0 0 ** Reserved ** (send 0) Palette pointer bit PR4. Palette pointer bit PR3. Palette pointer bit PR2. Palette pointer bit PR1. Palette pointer bit PR0.



Bits PR0 to PR3 select which ink is to have its colour loaded, providing bit PR4 is low. If bit PR4 is high then bits PR0 to PR3 are ignored and the border ink colour is loaded. PALETTE MEMORY This write-only memory controls the VDU colour palette as follows: Bit 7: Bit 6: Bit 5: Bit 4: Bit 3: Bit 2: Bit 1: Bit 0:



0 1 ** Reserved ** (send 0) Colour data bit CD4. Colour data bit CD3. Colour data bit CD2. Colour data bit CD1. Colour data bit CD0.



The ink entry pointed at by the palette pointer register is loaded with the colour sent on this channel. The number of colours that need to be loaded ranges from 2 colours in mode 2 to 16 colours in mode 0. In addition to loading the colours an extra colour data byte must be sent to this channel to define the border colour. On power-up and other system resets the contents of the palette are undefined, but the border colour is set to BLACK, to avoid unsightly effects on power-up. The 32 colour codes are decoded to drive the RGB signals, producing 27 different colours. The hardware colours are listed in Appendix V.
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G. µ8255 Parallel Peripheral Interface. The PPI as well as the 8 port pins on the PSG are used to interface to the keyboard and to control and sense miscellaneous signals on the processor board. Port A must be programmed either to input or to output in mode 0 since this port is used for reading and writing to the PSG. Port B must be programmed to input in mode 0. Port C must be programmed to output in mode 0 on both halves. Circuitry is provided around the PPI to reset it during system reset. For details of the operation of the µPD8255 see the NEC product specification. CHANNEL A (Input or Output) Bit 7: Bit 6: Bit 5: Bit 4: Bit 3: Bit 2: Bit 1: Bit 0:



Data/Address DA7 connected to AY-3-8912. Data/Address DA6 connected to AY-3-8912. Data/Address DA5 connected to AY-3-8912. Data/Address DA4 connected to AY-3-8912. Data/Address DA3 connected to AY-3-8912. Data/Address DA2 connected to AY-3-8912. Data/Address DA1 connected to AY-3-8912. Data/Address DA0 connected to AY-3-8912.



CHANNEL B (Input Only) Bit 7: Bit 6: Bit 5: Bit 4: Bit 3: Bit 2: Bit 1: Bit 0:



Datacorder cassette read data. Centronics busy signal. Not expansion port active signal. Not option link LK4. Not option link LK3. Not op tion link LK2. Not option link LK1. Frame flyback pulse.



The option links, LK1..LK4 are factory set. LK4 is fitted for 60 Hz T.V. standards and omitted for 50 Hz standards. CHANNEL C (Output Only) Bit 7: Bit 6: Bit 5: Bit 4: Bit 3: Bit 2: Bit 1: Bit 0:



AY-3-8912 BDIR signal. AY-3-8912 BC1 signal. Datacorder cassette write data Datacorder cassette motor on. Keyboard row select KR3. Keyboard row select KR2. Keyboard row select KR1. Keyboard row select KR0.
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H. Centronics Port Latch. This latch is loaded with data by output commands to the correct I/O channel. It cannot be read. Note that the timing requirements on Centronics interfaces generally specify that the data must be present on the seven data lines at least 1 microsecond before the strobe is made active and must remain valid for at least 1 microsecond after the strobe returns inactive. The duration of the strobe must be between 1 and 500 microseconds. The busy signal can be inspected as soon as the strobe is inactive in order to determine when more data can be sent. Bit 7: Bit 6: Bit 5: Bit 4: Bit 3: Bit 2: Bit 1: Bit 0:



Centronics strobe signal (1 = active) Data 7 to Centronics port. Data 6 to Centronics port. Data 5 to Centronics port. Data 4 to Centronics port. Data 3 to Centronics port. Data 2 to Centronics port. Data 1 to Centronics port.



On power-up and other system resets the outputs of this latch are all cleared.



I. Keyboard and joysticks. The keyboard and Joystick switches are sensed by selecting one of ten rows using the four control bits on channel C of the PPI and reading the data from the I'SG parallel port using port A of the PPI. The keyboard and joystick switches are arranged in a 10 by 8 matrix. One of ten rows is selected using the code on KR0..KR3 and the eight bits of data are then read in parallel on a parallel port as described above. A switch is active (closed) if the corresponding data bit is a logic 0. The key number associated with each key (see Appendix 1) is constructed as follows: Bit:



7 0



6



5



4 Row number



3



2



1



0



Bit number



Thus the key that is associated with bit 5 in row 4 has key number 37 (4*8+5).
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SOFT 158 Appendix XII (The Hardware) 

The processor is a Z80A running at a clock frequency of 4.00 MHz (Â±0.1%). There is logic that stretches /MREQ and /IORQ using the CPU WAIT facility so that the ...
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SOFT 158 Appendix X (Kernel Block Layouts) 

Note that many system queues are kept in priority order and so the block must be requeued if the priority is changed, it is not sufficient merely to change the ...
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SOFT 158 Appendix X (Kernel Block Layouts) 

The user provides a number of blocks to the Kernel for various purposes. The layouts of these blocks are described below, mainly for the interest of the user.
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SOFT 158 Appendix V (Inks and Colours) 

number so that colour 0 is the darkest and colour 26 is the brightest. The hardware requires these grey scales to be translated into the hardware code for the ...
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SOFT 158 Appendix IX (The Programmable Sound Generator) 

The programmable sound generator (PSG) is an AY-3-8912 chip. This is briefly described in section 7.1. The PSG has a number of registers which are described.
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SOFT 158 Section 11 (Events) - Unofficial Amstrad WWW Resource 

When an event occurs the associated event block is kicked by calling KL EVENT. ... If the event count is still greater than zero when the event routine returns, it is.
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SOFT 158 Section 9 (Expansion ROMs, Resident System Extensions 

If no expansion ROM is fitted at ROM address 0, the on-board ROM is used, and ... When searching for ROMs the Kernel starts at address 0 and works upwards ...
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SOFT 158 Section 9 (Expansion ROMs, Resident System Extensions 

The system can address up to 252 expansion ROMs, mapped over the top 16K of memory, starting at #C000. The Kernel supports two varieties of expansion ...
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Real Time Soft Shadows on GeForce class hardware Sylvain Vignaud 

Dec 8, 2002 - The basic idea is to display many times the shadows while shaking the light, ... As you can see, I select 4 corners of 2 cubes around the light, ...
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SOFT 968 Appendix VII (Text VDU Control Codes) 

Make the current position legal then move up one line. 12. FF. 0. Clear the current window and move the current position to the top left corner (see TXT CLEAR.
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SOFT 968 Appendix VII (Text VDU Control Codes) 

Character values in the range 0-31 sent to the main Text VDU output routine (TXT. OUTPUT) do not produce a character on the screen, but are interpreted as ...
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APPENDIX 

Special rights. 33%. - Some interest. 47%. 1,7%. B5. In your opinion, do some species like dolphins, whales, sharks, turtles deserve : - No special consideration.
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Hardware 

for SIUDI 1bis and SIUDI 2, don't forget to remove the CMS chip if you want to ... As with any other DMX controller, keep aside an independent backup system, ... In this manual, you will find informations and hints about the several possible.
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Hardware 

O padrÃ£o USB define um novo tipo de comunicaÃ§Ã£o serial bem como um novo tipo de conector. ... atÃ© 10 interfaces USB simultaneamente, ou seja, 5.120 canais ao mesmo .... the DMX controller may be very useful in case of a computer crash.
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Appendix to the Final Report 

Google, Yahoo, Microsoft and other consortia have large projects for digitizing books in major university research libraries. It is not yet clear how such projects ...
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Appendix 

precipitation as a surrogate for water flow and air temperature as a surrogate for water temperature. As previous studies showed that stream temperatures ...
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APPENDIX 

Typology in 5 groups (class) from theme C questions: The optimal partition is in 5 class as following. Page 13. Theme D: "How manage fisheries and protect the ...
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Appendix 

The demonstration of the Theorem for validating CBAC for one component can be prove through sequent Calculus: CBAC 1C = b âŠ¢ C pf âŠ¢ S, I pf, b âŠ¢ C, S, I.
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Evolvable Hardware 

(Simulation, Embryology, GP). â€¢De-Garis - CAM .... Application-specific blocks .... and PLL http://www.cypress.com/cfuploads/img/products/CY8C26443-24PI.pdf ...
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158 000 lecteurs 

2 juin 2017 - rencontres authen_ques! Hébergé dans chacune des édi_ons du magazine Espaces et offert gratuitement, le magazine Évasion compte pas ...
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Route: 158 - Schweiz Mobil 

Page 1. Gemsweg-Plattjen. 0. 2. 4. 6. 8 10 12 14 km. 0. 250. 500. 750. 1'000. 1'250. 1'500. 1'750. 2'000. 2'250. 2'500. 2'750. 3'000. 3'250. 3'500 m. Saas Fee (Hannig), 2337m. SchÃ¶negge, 2212m. 1915m. Saas Fee (Plattjen), 2571m.
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FINAL FANTASY XII 

Excalibur. 30. â€¢ Blood Sword. 50. â€¢ Bastard Sword. â€¢ Diamond Sword. SW5. 60. â€¢ Deathbringer. â€¢ Runeblade. SW6. 15. â€¢ Javelin. â€¢ Spear. SP1. 25. â€¢ Heavy Lance.
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APPENDIX B 

Sep 10, 2007 - Page 25 / 33 condition of firmware update of BT using our Firmware Downloader tool. EX. HOST â†’ BT : AT+BTDFUâ†µ. BT â†’ HOST : âˆ OKâˆ .
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L'Ã©molument est affectÃ© aux charges & aux emplois; marquant non seulement la finance rÃ¨glÃ©e des appointemens, mais encoure tous les autres revenant-bons.
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